
Mission Indy’s Plan for 2020 Participants 

(In Regard to COVID-19 Considerations) 

 

Assuming Indiana Stage 3 has started without a set-back: 

Plan for Week # 2 (July 5-11) and Week #3 (July 19-25) with the Indiana Stage 4 
Guidelines, assuming Indiana will go to Stage 5 on July 4th as planned. 
 
• Screen participants for symptoms upon arrival.  Have history of exposure declaration 

from group. (See attachment) 
• Promote healthy hygiene. Signs in strategic places reminding all to be vigilant about 

hand washing and sanitizing. 
• Face masks are totally acceptable but not required in general.  Each participant 

needs to bring a face mask because some locations at times will require them.  Mi 
Leadership will communicate the details of that requirement. 

• Intensify cleaning and disinfecting of the building.  A special chemical has been 
secured that MI staff will periodically spray on all doorknobs & handles, door frames, 
counter tops, chairs, tables etc.  This is an EPA-determined safe chemical, but the 
Safety Data Sheet will be available for inspection at the Check-In Table. 

• Limit the sharing of equipment and tools between the groups.  Staff to use hand 
sanitizer before handling or moving tools. Includes coolers, chip boxes, etc.  Tools 
may be checked out to a group one morning and then remain in the group’s vehicle 
overnight each day (so that we minimize handling).  Any tools added to that first 
day’s list will be wiped down with disinfectant before giving to the church group. 

• Train interns in health & safety.  Written guidelines will be sent ahead of time to 
groups.  Verbal review Sunday upon arrival and at the Leader’s Meeting. 

• Ongoing monitoring of all staff and participants.  Look for signs and symptoms. 
• Carefully think through all activities to reduce the sharing of supplies and to keep 

good social distancing when possible. 
• Adjust sleeping arrangements to provide for social distancing.  This means that only 

one church group will have people in a particular room, and that the number 
assigned to each room will be reduced to allow for double the usual space 
allotments. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Participant Monitoring and Action Steps 

• Temperature will be taken upon arrival for the week, and at any time the Group Leader request 
it OR the MI Management observes a participant may not feel well. 

• If any of these checks indicates a temperature above 100.5 degrees Fahrenheit, and coupled 
with any of the following symptoms: cough, shortness of breath, chills, muscle pains, headache 
or new loss of sense of taste or smell, the participant would be quarantined as determined by 
management in consultation with the Group Leader. 

• The Group Leader will call the parents of the Participant and ask them to come and take them 
home. 

• Beginning at that point the other participants in that group will be more closely monitored and 
temperatures checked as warranted. 

• Extra cleaning will be started to clean anything the affected Participant may have touched, in 
the church vehicle, at the host church, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Group Leader Acknowledgment 

 

I acknowledge that I have reviewed the Mission Indy 2020 Plan for Participants (regarding 
COVID 19) and understand the spirit in which they are written – to keep all employees and 
participants as safe as possible.  I accept my responsibility to report any exposure and/or 
symptoms I or any member of our group may develop in order that I will do my part in this 
process. 

 

I have gotten an Acknowledgment from the parent(s) of each student and from each adult 
participant indicating the lack of exposure to COVID-19, as far as they know, as well as 
assurance that each of the same is currently in good health. 

 

 

Date:      _________________________________________ 

 

Group Leader Name:   _________________________________________ 

 

Group Leader Signature:  _________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Parent / Participant Acknowledgment 

 

I acknowledge that I have reviewed the Mission Indy 2020 Plan for Participants (regarding 
COVID 19) and understand the spirit in which they are written – to keep all employees and 
participants as safe as possible.  I accept my responsibility to report any symptoms I or my 
student may have experienced. 

 

Have you been out of the country in the last two weeks?     ______ 

Have you been exposed to someone who is COVID-19 positive in the last two weeks?     ______  

Do you currently have a fever (above 100.5 or other COVID-19 symptoms (cough, 
 shortness of breath, chills, muscle pains, headache or new loss of sense of taste or smell) ______ 
 
 
 
Date:       _________________________________________ 

 

Parent / Participant Name:   _________________________________________ 

 

Parent / Participant Signature:  _________________________________________ 

 


